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This was an extremely excellent piece of news for Samuel. Given that Di Rat informed him 

concerning this issue, Samuel had actually been believing regarding it day and evening. 

Currently, Saber Twelve had actually brought him really hope! 

” Saber Twelve, because you understand, is there any individual that can get in touch with 

individuals in the Planet Core Jail?” Samuel asked anxiously. 

” Bro Samuel, are you sure you intend to send your close friend in? I can tell you one 

hundred percent that he has no chance to find out,” said Saber Twelve. 

” I make sure.” Since it was related to Han Tianyang, how could Samuel be reluctant? 

Saber Twelve sighed and also stated, “I’ve reached individuals in the Planet Core Prison, 

however I’m not sure if I can contact them.” 

 

Saber Twelve’s words made Manfred’s eyes flash with a hint of shock. He had actually 

believed that Saber Twelve was simply a boxer, yet he was still able ahead right into contact 

with a mysterious place like the Earth Core Jail. This showed that Saber Twelve’s 

identification was not as simple as he appeared to be. 

” Attempt as much as you can. This issue is extremely important to me,” Samuel claimed. 

Saber Twelve nodded and also left. He did not state anything concerning the Planet Core 

Prison. 

 

Manfred walked to Samuel’s side as well as asked in a deep voice, “Should we explore Saber 

Twelve? Resembles his identification isn’t as easy as we assumed.” 

Samuel trembled his head decisively as well as said, “We do not require to be dubious. ” 



Manfred crinkled his lips and stated, “As expected, you still have guts. Aren’t you afraid that 

he will betray you?” 

Samuel smiled and also described, “Despite who he utilized to be, currently what he desires 

extra is to look for stability, and I can give it to him. What reason does he need to betray 

me?” 

” You, this person, do not inform me you want to utilize Tang Qingwan to endanger him?” 

Manfred claimed. 

Samuel looked helplessly at Manfred as well as said, “What sort of shitty luck did you have 

in the past to become in charge of Cloud City? A Person like Saber Twelve. If I threaten him 

with his little girl, do I believe my life will be as well long?” 

” What can I do? I’m simply fortunate. What can you do regarding it?” Manfred said as he 

stomped his feet. Before Samuel, he didn’t even have the smallest image. 

Samuel waved his hand as well as claimed, “I need to go. Don’t interfere in the issue of 

Saber Twelve.” 

The angry Manfred unexpectedly relaxed. He smiled and said, “Will you go? Or will you go 

back to your house?” 

The significance of going and returning was totally various. Samuel knew Manfred was 

concealing something in his words. He glared at him and left Hex Funding Nightclub. 

Samuel, that had not yet returned residence to take a look, went to the flight terminal. 

Because there was information of the Earth Core Prison, he had to make prep work 

beforehand. Besides, it was not easy to get Guan Yong out. 

Given that the separation of Samuel, Guan Yong had regained his manager’ setting in the 

Cloud Dragon. Han Jun was already disabled, but the Cloud Dragon Clan had actually not 

provided special care to him as well as was still secured with Guan Yong. 

Now, Han Jun’s life was a lot more unpleasant. Lying in bed like a doll, he was at the grace 

of Guan Yong and others. 

” Guan Yong, someone’s here to see you.” The warder strolled to the main area and also 

shouted. 



” Boss, it’s been a lot of years, as well as no person has ever seen you. Just how can any 

individual take a look at you?” 

” Bro, it can’t be the little fan that utilized to be outside to vent your conscience, can you?” 

” Sibling, you need to bring back some fragrance. I haven’t scented a lady’s aroma for a long 

period of time.” 

Guan Yong was additionally puzzled. He had broken short connections with his family for a 

long period of time, as well as his family members was deep in the mountains in his home 

town, so they didn’t recognize that he remained in prison. Taking a go back, even if they 

recognized, it was difficult for them to find right to see him. 

” You bastards. If a lady comes to see me, I’ll ask her to give me the clothes as well as bring 

them back for you to scent gradually.” 

Guan Yong walked out of the primary space and also concerned the supervision space. 

When he saw the site visitors, he was very surprised. 

This … he or she looks exactly like Han Jun. 

“Guan Yong,” Samuel stated with a smile. 

Listening to this acquainted voice, Guan Yong’s eyelids twitched and he sat gingerly in front 

Samuel. 

“Sibling, that are you?” Guan Yong asked cautiously. 

“Don’t make believe to be confused. Samuel stated with a smile. 

Guan Yong did notice that something was wrong, yet he really did not risk to claim anything 

since he was afraid of being eliminated. He never assumed Samuel would certainly come to 

see him. 

“Boss, why are you looking for me?” Guan Yong asked. 

“Do you want to go out?” Samuel said in a low voice. 



 


